EKASE: Enhanced KeyAggregate Searchable Encryption for Multi-owner Data Sharing via Cloud
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Abstract - The technique to share encrypted data with users through public cloud have security threats such as data leaks in the cloud. The practical problem of privacy-preserving in data sharing system based on public cloud storage requires a data owners to distribute a large number of user-keys to enable them to access the documents. Another issue is user needs to generate multiple trapdoors to access data shared by multiple owners. Efficient management of keys used in such encryption keys is the major challenge. This issue is addressed by the novel concept “Enhanced Key-aggregate searchable encryption (EKASE)”, in which the user only needs to submit a single trapdoor for retrieving the documents shared by multiple owners audited by trusted authority. The security analysis and performance evaluation both confirm that the proposed scheme for data, shared by multi-owners accessed through single trapdoor are secured and practically efficient.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud storage is turning widespread in these days. Cloud is one of the easier method for sharing a huge amount of data through internet. Cloud system enable data sharing capabilities which can be provide abundant of benefits to the user. The benefit of data sharing increase productivity time and cost in a cloud system is much less compared to having a manual exchange. Cloud computing is recognized as an alternative to traditional technology due to its intrinsic resource sharing and low maintenance characteristics. To address user’s concern over potential data leakage in cloud storage, a common approach is the data owner who encrypts all the data before uploading them to the cloud. Then the encrypted data may be retrieved and decrypted by those who have the decryption keys, this technique is termed as cryptographic storage in cloud [5].

Unfortunately, to design an efficient and secure data sharing scheme for groups in the cloud is not that much easier due to the following challenging issues. User needs to submit multiple keys [4], to perform a keyword search over documents of a single owner encrypted using a different key through trapdoor generation. However this problem is overcome by aggregate key technique [1]. But user needs to submit multiple trap doors to perform keyword search over documents submitted by multiple users. A new method is required for enabling a user to enable keyword search over documents shared by multiple owners by using single trapdoor.

In this paper, by using the novel concept of key-aggregate searchable encryption, we introduce an enhanced methodology “Enhanced Key Aggregate searchable Encryption (E-KASE) framework”, based on the available key aggregate searchable encryption [1]. The proposed E-KASE scheme applies to any cloud storage that supports the searchable group data sharing functionality for multiple owners. Which means any owner may selectively share a group of selected files within a group of users who are selected, while allowing the latter to perform keyword search over the shared documents [7] through a single trapdoor. To support searchable group data sharing the main requirements for efficient key management are of three steps.

1) Multiple data owner needs to generate a single aggregate key (instead of group of keys) and send it to trusted authority located at the cloud, for sharing any number of files. For that, we define a general framework of enhanced key-aggregate searchable encryption composed of seven polynomial algorithms for security parameter system setup, key generation, encryption, extraction, generating trapdoor, adjusting trapdoor, testing trapdoor.

2) The trusted authority which interconnects the data owner and user needs to generate super aggregate key by combining all the aggregate keys received from multiple owners. Next, the trusted authority distributes super aggregate key (instead of group of aggregate keys) to the users to whom owners are willing to share their documents, and registered with the trusted authority.

3) The user only needs to generate a single trapdoor (instead of a group of trapdoors) to the cloud server for performing keyword search over documents shared by multiple owners, to retrieve the documents having the matching keywords.

The outline of the paper is as follows II. Related Work, III.EKASE Framework, IV.EKASE Algorithm, V. Security Analysis, VI. Performance Evaluation, VII. Conclusion and Future work.
II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review some basic assumptions and cryptology which will be needed later in this paper. In the rest of our discussions, let G and GI be two cyclic groups of prime order p and g be a generator of g. Moreover, let doc be the document to be encrypted, d be the searchable encryption key, and Tr be the trapdoor for keyword search.

A. Broadcast encryption

In a broadcast encryption scheme [1], a broadcaster encrypts a message for S subset of users who are listening in the broadcast channel. Any user in S can use their private key to decrypt the broadcast. A broadcast encryption (BE) scheme can be described as BE= (Setup, Encrypt, Decrypt).

1) Setup (\{1, n\}) algorithm:
   - Inputs security parameters 1^n and number of receivers n.
   - Outputs private keys d^1, ..., d^n and public keys pk.

2) Encrypt (pk, s) algorithm:
   This algorithm is run by the broadcaster to encrypt a message for subset of users.
   - It takes as input a public key pk and a subset of users S subset of \{1, ..., n\}.
   - Outputs a pair (Hdr, k), where Hdr is called the header and K is a message encryption key which is encapsulated in Hdr. We will often refer to Hdr as the broadcast cipher text. For a concrete message. It will be encrypted by K and broadcasted to the users in S.

3) Decrypt (pk, S, I, d, Hdr) algorithm:
   This algorithm decrypts the received messages.
   - Inputs a public key pk a subset of users S subset of \{1, ..., n\}. A user id i \in\{1, ..., n\}, the private key di, and a header Hdr.
   - Outputs the message encryption key K. The K will be used to decrypt the received messages.

Searchable encryption

Searchable encryption scheme [1] falls into two categories, i.e., searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) and public key encryption with keyword search (PEKS). Both SSE and PEKS can be described SE= (Setup, Encrypt, Trapdoor, Test).

1) Setup(\{1\}):
   This algorithm is run by the owner to setup the scheme. It takes a security parameter 1^k and outputs the necessary keys.

2) Encrypt(k, m):
   This algorithm is run by the owner to encrypt the data and generate its keyword cipher texts.
   - S input the data m, owner’s necessary keys including key k and data encryption key.
   - Outputs data cipher text and keyword cipher text C_m.

3) Trapdoor(k, w):
   This algorithm is run by a user to generate a trapdoor Tr for a keyword w using a key k.

4) Test(Tr, C_m):
   This algorithm is run by the cloud server to perform a keyword search over encrypted data.
   - Input trapdoor Tr and the keyword cipher texts C_m.
   - Outputs whether C_m contains the specified keyword.

B. Key aggregate searchable encryption

In this scheme, owners encrypt each of the documents using different keys. Sharing multiple keys with users makes it complex. So, the owner combines all the keys using master key, generates and shares an aggregate key to the user through mail. User submits this aggregate key along with the keyword through trapdoor to perform keyword search over different documents submitted by the same owner [2].

III. EKASE FRAMEWORK

In this section, we first describe the general problem in key aggregate searchable encryption framework and then define a generic framework for Enhanced Key Aggregate Searchable Encryption.

Consider a scenario where group of employees and multi-owners of the company would like to share some confidential business data using a public cloud storage service (e.g., Dropbox). For instance, Alice and Jack (Owners) want to upload a large collection of financial documents to the cloud storage. Documents contain highly sensitive information that should only be accessed by authorized users. Bob (user) is one of the directors and is thus authorized to view and download the documents related to his departments. For providing more security, Alice and Jack encrypt their documents with different keys and generate keyword cipher texts based on department names before uploading to the cloud storage [4]. Alice and Jack share files using the sharing functionality of the cloud storage. If Bob wants to retrieve the documents related to his department, Alice and Jack must delegate rights to Bob to perform keyword search and decryption over these documents.

In the traditional KASE (Fig.1), each owner shares an aggregate key (generated by combining all the keys used to encrypt different documents belonging to an individual owner) to the user for enabling access to all documents shared by them. A single trapdoor is generated which uses aggregate key and keyword. Now keyword search is performed in the cloud and the matched files are given to the users. If a user wants to access the documents shared by different owners, they must generate multiple trapdoors.

To overcome this problem, in this paper we propose an enhanced scheme known as Enhanced Key Aggregate Searchable Encryption (EKASE). In EKASE (Fig.2), the trusted authority is introduced, which combines multiple aggregate keys into a super aggregate key and it is shared by the trusted authority. At user side, single trapdoor (Tr) is
generated which uses super aggregate key and keyword to retrieve the documents shared by multiple owners. By using this scheme, the generation of multiple trapdoors could be resolved.

Then using the submitted trapdoor (Tr), the trusted authority generates the right trapdoor for owners and further the cloud server uses that trapdoor for each documents shared by an individual owner (Fig.3).

IV. EKASE ALGORITHM

1) System setup: This algorithm is run by the cloud service provider to setup the scheme. On input of a security parameter $l_i$, the maximum possible number $n$ of documents and number of users $N$, which belongs to a data owner. It outputs the public system parameter params.

Finally cloud service publishes the system parameters $params = \{b, PubK, H\}$, where $PubK = (g, g_1, \ldots , g_n, g_{n+2}, \ldots , g_{2n})$.

2) Key generation: Data owner uses this algorithm to generate key pair (public key and master key) and it is also used by trusted authority to generate super master key.

- It picks a random $v \in Z_p$ and outputs the key pair, $p_k = (v, g_v)$.
- Trusted authority generates super master key $S_{msk}$.

3) Encryption:

Each data owner uses this algorithm to encrypt data and generate its keyword cipher texts when uploading the $i^{th}$ document. For every document this algorithm will create an encryption key $k_i$ which is generated by using the owner’s public key and file index $i$. This algorithm generates the data and keyword cipher texts. The algorithm is,

- Input the file index $i \in \{1,2,\ldots,n\}$.
- Randomly pick a $t \in Z_p$ as the searchable encryption key $k_i$ of this document.
- Generates a delta $\Delta_i$ for $k_i$ by computing:
  \[ c_1 = g_1^t, \quad c_2 = (v, g_v) \]

4) Extraction ($msk$, $Omsk$, $O$, $S$):

Data owner uses this algorithm to generate an aggregate searchable encryption key.

- For any subset $S \subseteq \{1,2,\ldots,n\}$ which contains the indices of documents. This algorithm takes input the master secret key $msk$.
- Outputs the super aggregate key $K_{agg}$ by computing:
  \[ K_{agg} = \prod_{i \in S} g_i \]

The trusted authority receives the aggregate key from owners and generates super aggregate key using owner index and super master key.

- For any subset $O \subseteq \{1,2,\ldots,n\}$ which contains the indices of owners. This algorithm takes the trusted authority’s super master secret key $Omsk$.
- Outputs the super aggregate key $S_{agg}$. To delegate a keyword search right to the user, the trusted authority will send $S_{agg}$ to the user.

5) Trapdoor generation ($k_{agg}$, $w$):

The user uses this algorithm to generate the trapdoor to perform keyword search. For all documents which are relevant to the super aggregate key $S_{agg}$. It generates only one trapdoor $Tr$ for the keyword $w$ by computing:

\[ Tr = S_{agg}, H(w) \]

6) Adjust ($params$, $i$, $S$, $O$, $O_i$, $Tr$):

The cloud server uses this algorithm to produce the right trapdoor for multiple owners and document.

- Trusted authority inputs the system public parameters $O$ of owner indices, index $O_i$ of the target owner and the aggregate trapdoor $Tr$ to adjust right trapdoor for each owner and then outputs each trapdoor $Tr_{roi}$ for $i^{th}$ target owner in $O$.
- After identifying the owner, the cloud server adjusts the $Tr_{roi}$ trapdoor to generate right trapdoor for each document using the system parameter, set $S$ of
document’s indices, index $i$ of the target document and trapdoor $T_{ri}$ then outputs trapdoor for each $i$th document as $Tr_i$.

7) Test:
This algorithm is run by cloud server for performing keyword search over encrypted document. The input is trapdoor $Tr_i$, index of the document and output is true or false to indicate whether the document $doc_i$ has a keyword $w$.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
To study the security of the proposed scheme, we assume that cloud server will only provide the services confirming to rules, according to already defined techniques and it may recover secret information based on its knowledge [3], [7].

Based on the above case, we will prove that the security of the proposed scheme in context of searching and query privacy.

- The proposed scheme supports controlled searching, because only user who has the aggregate key can perform a successful keyword search, even when the cloud server encounters malicious authorized user. They will not able to perform keyword search over any documents. Because the malicious user won’t have knowledge about $S$, the document set.
- The proposed technique can achieve query privacy. Because the attacker won’t be able to determine a keyword in the query from the submitted trapdoor.
- An attacker will not be able to determine a keyword in a document from the stored keyword cipher text and the related public information.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Considering that the practical data sharing system based on cloud storage, the user can retrieve data by any possible device and the mobile devices are widely used. The performance is highly dependent on the basic cryptographic operations especially in the pairing computation, we study whether the cryptographic operations based on pairing computation can be efficiently executed using both computers and mobile devices.

- The execution time of system setup grows linear depending on the number of documents and owners.
- The encryption time is linear to number of documents.
- The execution time of Extract is linear to number of keywords.
- The execution time of Trapdoor is constant according to the number of documents.

Adjust and Test algorithm both confirms that the execution time is linear to the number of documents. To improve efficiency of Adjust and Test, parallel computing and distributed computing techniques are applied. By increasing the number of threads, the execution time of Test algorithm is reduced (Fig. 5). In Fig. 5 the green line indicated the time of test and the red lines indicates the time of thread creation. When the number of threads is 100, the execution time is 400ms to finish the keyword search over 10,000 keyword cipher texts. Multiple thread technique helps to improve performance, but selection of threads is an important case.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Taking into account the problem of privacy preserving data sharing in public cloud requiring multiple owners to distributed many aggregate key to users for enabling them to access the documents shared by multiple owners. We propose the concept of Enhanced Key Aggregate Searchable Encryption and constructed EKASE scheme. In EKASE scheme, the trusted authority generates super aggregate key and user submits only single trapdoor to access data shared by multiple owners. Both analysis and evaluation results confirm that our work provide good solution for data sharing system through public cloud.

The future work is towards key optimization since the proposed technique requires multiple keys to generate aggregate key and super aggregate key, leading to overhead in key usage so optimization helps in improving the efficiency of the EKASE technique.
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